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What’s on and What’s not 
Saturday 19th September Austin 7 Club Spares will be open from 9am-12 noon. Covid-19 Re-
strictions in place. Only come along if you want to purchase parts. No Chatting no window shop-
ping. Only 2 members in the shed at a time. 
 
V8 Supercars at Tailem bend ON 19-20th  September ON  
 
Coffee and Cars at Unley Shopping Centre 20th September ON 
 
V8 Supercars at Tailem bend ON 26-27th September ON 
 
Bay to Birdwood 27.9.20 ON  

Historic Collingrove 2-4 October 2020 OFF 

 Motorcycle Only Swap Meet, ON 4th October 2020 at Balhannah Oval Balhannah. 

Running on Empty Sunday 4th October Mainline Drive–In Gepps Cross ON iconic Aust. car movie 

tickets must be prebooked. 

Strathalbyn Swap Cancelled October 2020 

Blues Brothers Gepps Cross Drive Inn Friday 9th October 7.00pm  tickets must be pre-booked. 

Gawler CC Veteran & Vintage run 11 Oct ON 

Morgan Swap Meet 11th October ON 

Riverland Rally 17-19 October 2020 ON Note entries have closed on the 1st of September.  

Bathurst V8 Racing ON 18th October  

London – Brighton Run 25th October VSCC ON Departs London Rd Mile End at 10am 

Motoclassica Melbourne November 2020 OFF 

Climb to the Eagle 6 Nov 2020 OFF 

Bendigo Swap Meet 14-15 Nov 2020 OFF 

Gilbert’s Motoring Festival Strathalbyn 29.11.20 OFF 

Valley Rodders Cruise on Tanunda 15/1 – 17/1 Cancelled 

Sellick’s Beach Motor Cycle races 13-14 March 2021 ON 

 

 All events are subject to change please check with organisers. 

 



Dawes Boys Adventures 

 The final run home. 
Thursday morning we left the town of Woomera (a time warp from 

the 1960’s) and headed for Clare our last night on the road. 

Once at Port Augusta we decided to keep off the main highway as 

much as possible and headed up the through Horrocks Pass. It was 

here that we had a bit of trouble with fuel vapourising which made 

the hills a challenge, 

Once we were on top of the hills it was plain sailing all the way to 

Clare. 

Friday Morning the Austin started first or second hit of the starter 

as it had done for the whole trip (Hot or Cold). 

We travelled out to Ian and Cheryl Jones near Balaklava where we 

had a cuppa and explained that our trip had been inspired by Ian, 

Charlie and others early trips to northern destinations. 

After the cuppa we shook hands with the Jones’s and headed for 

Trevor Gent’s. 

Trevor had volunteered to take my broken front spring to Northern 

Spring Works to see if they could make me a new one. While Trevor 

wasn’t looking I took this photo of his workshop which is very well 

equipped. He is making very good progress on his tourer and I look 

forward to seeing the finished vehicle. 

 

 



After leaving Trevor’s we made a dash for Meningie, On 

approaching Murray Bridge the Austin coughed a couple of times 

and we decided it may be prudent to put a litre or two of petrol in 

rather than stop on the old bridge as the service station I was 

aiming for is on the eastern side of the river (this service station has 

a display of old petrol pumps and Garaganalia which seems to 

attract me). 

After refuelling we made a trouble free trip to Meningie arriving on 

dusk. 

On this trip the Austin has astounded both my brother and I as it 

has endured some pretty rough roads and always started and run 

well with a total distance travelled of 2,540 miles and an oil 

consumption of just less than 4 litres of oil. 

During the trip we had to replace the top water outlet gasket on 

the head and add some Bar’s Leaks to my aging radiator which was 

second hand when I restored the car 30 years ago.( I can 

recommend Bars Leaks it did a fantastic job). 

I also changed the jets in my carby as the car was running too rich 

and had to replace the front spring main leaf. 

All this work was undertaken with spares carried on board and 

nothing was purchased for the car while away except oil and petrol.  

I think our fuel consumption worked out to be just less than 40 

mpg. I think the Austin should have done better mileage than this. 

You can depend on an Austin.  

Andrew & Chris Dawes 

 



 

Andrew arriving at Trevor Gent’s workshop  

Trevor’s restored chassis in the foreground. 

 

 

Ian Jones going for a swim 



 

Corrugations 

 

 

Woomera South Australia 



 

 

 



Arthur Clisby Memorial Picnic Day Sunday 13.9.20  

The run was held at Wirrina Cove Resort with approximately 200 

vehicles in attendance. The day commemorates the life and times 

of Arthur Clisby who was a driving force within the Federation of 

Historic Motoring Clubs in the creation of the Bay to Birdwood Run 

with its first run in 1980 and in parallel with this event negotiated 

with the SA Government for the introduction of the Conditional 

Registration Scheme which in 1998 became a scheme enhanced by 

the use of a log book and becoming arguably the best scheme in 

Australia!   

Bay to Birdwood will be held on 27 September 2020 completing 40 

years of the event.  Long may this event continue to be a part of 

our lives. 

 

 



 

Good roll up from the BSA Owners Club 

 

Austin 7‘s were designed to get families out of motorcycle outfits. 



 

Brenton Spangler’s Kombi in the background 

 

Dodge 500 Petrol. 



Coming Events  

 

 

 

27th September 2020 

 

 



 
 

Austin 7 Club of S.A. Inc. 
CLUBROOMS:   

262 Tapleys Hill Road, SEATON S.A. 5023 
ABN: 85 770 577 863 

 

 

We are back. This is the first run organised by the club since Covid-
19. Come along and blow the cobwebs off your historic vehicle. 
 
Picnic Run to Keith Stephenson Park Mount Barker October 5th 
2020 
  

Depart the Victoria Hotel at 9.30am 
 
Left along South Rd 
 
Left along Black Rd 
 
Over Flagstaff Hill Rd roundabout  
 
Right along Main Rd T-Junction 
 
Follow into Clarendon  
 
Left along Grants Gully Rd T Junction 
 
Through Clarendon 
 
Kangarilla 
 
Left along Dashwood Gully Rd 
 
Meadows Stop Regroup at Bakery for provisions. 
 
Macclesfield Rd to Macclesfield  
 
Bugle Ranges Rd  
 
Stamps Rd 
  
Flaxley Rd  
 
Keith Stephenson Park Cnr Flaxley Rd  
 
BYO Lunch and Chairs 
 
Chris Cutting  
 

Incorporating 



All British Day 14 th February 2021 

The Austin 7 is 100 years old in 2022 and we need to be the featured Marque 

at the ABD in 2022. 

 

Austins Over Australia  24th – 29th August 2021  

Is being held at Port Stephens in N.S.W.  

 

We also need to be thinking about what else we are going to be doing in 

2022 to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the Austin 7. 

National rally in Warrnambool  Victoria. April 2022. I have already booked 20 

rooms in a suitable Motel in Warrnambool for us to stay in. 

 

 



 

 

 



Past Events  

Ayres Rock by Austin 7 1974 

 

Ayres Rock 

The trip to Ayers Rock and Return, June 1-21, was launched on 

March 30/ April 1 with television news coverage and a front-page 

photo in The Advertiser on April 1 (April Fool’s day!). The main aim 

was to create interest in the adventure and, hopefully, to gain 

sponsorship. However, to date Ian Motley has had seven offers to 

buy his hat! The Advertiser reported on 1 April and the interview 



with Ian Motley appeared below a photo of his and Ian Jones’ cars. 

“Mr Motley said a trial run yesterday was the first the cars had made 

since extensive mechanical and body overhauls. We hope to cover at 

least 200 miles per day with only brief stops for refuelling and 

mechanical repairs. The cars are capable of speeds up to 50 mph, but 

the road conditions on the way to Ayers Rock are expected to slow 

the pace considerably. It is estimated that the team will need at least 

1000 gallons of petrol, 50 gallons of oil and numerous tyres and 

tubes”. However, all did not go smoothly, as the next interview with 

Ian, in The Advertiser on the 1 June, showed. Yesterday Ian replaced 

a motor after a major hitch - it seized after going only a few yards. 

“The new motor proved no problem after a short trial last night. I’m 

a bit worried about the cars’ springs on some of those roads though. 

They weren’t built for these conditions and are probably the original 

ones” he said.  

The trip was a huge success. On their return, the cars and crews were 

again featured on the front page of The Advertiser and in Mitchell’s 

Cartoon in The News.  

 Nowhere in Australia has any car club received as much publicity so 

consistently over a prolonged period. Finally, the cars were displayed 

in John Martins’ city store for a week afterwards.  

The Club’s congratulations must go to Ian (Doc) Jones, Ian (Revs) 

Motley and Gwilym Henry-Edwards, the three A7 drivers, and of 

course, to the backup crew of Heather Lane, Trevor Knuckey, Colin 

Hanks, Mike Talbot, Geoff Kain, Stephen Sneesby and Ron Burchett, 

without whose help it would not have been at all possible.  

 The Chief Secretary, Mr Kneebone, flagged off the A7C Ayers Rock 

team from Victoria Square on the morning of June 1st, after many 

nights of frantic preparations at Ian Jones’ Prospect Stable and a last 



minute engine swap by Ian Motley. The send-off was terrific – the 

team appreciated the support of all those who turned out and the 

cars that provided an escort out of the city and to Port Augusta.  

The weather throughout was perfect, day after day of bright sunny 

cloudless skies. The nights generally were freezers but were tolerable 

with plenty of blankets. The roads were better than we had dared to 

expect – the effects of the big rains could be seen everywhere, but 

wherever the road was badly cut up or still under water, there was 

always a loop around that section. Corrugations were our worst 

enemy. Some could be taken at 30-35 mph but the deeper ones 

threw the cars all over the road and had to be taken at 20 mph or 

slower. 

 Early in the trip, Gwilym’s car was shedding bolts almost faster than 

we could replace them and on two separate occasions the hood on 

Ian Jones’ car threatened to part company with the car when 

windscreen supports fractured right through. The A7s did a 

marvellous job. Worst moments were Gwilym’s broken half-shaft 

and Ian Jones’ broken crank on consecutive days – however these 

were overcome and the trip continued. It should be pointed out that 

both breakages happened at already cracked sections and Ian Jones 

wasn’t driving when his went! Two days from home on the return 

trip, Ian Jones’ car lost all power, due to four burnt exhaust valves. 

Unperturbed, Ian performed an instant valve grind, using Heather’s 

toothpaste, resulting in full power for the run home. 

 Readers will note no mention of Ian Motley’s car – he spent most of 

the trip waiting for something to blow up and is still trying to work 

out why it didn’t give trouble! Apart from a loose flywheel at Ayers 

Rock, it went like a rocket for the 2450 miles. The publicity received 

was tremendous and the Club and sponsors – Shell, Spartan Paints, 



John Mack Cameras, Edgells and Port Carriers – received wonderful 

promotion. The climax came when at exactly 10.30 am, 21 days after 

the start, the team of three A7s and two support vehicles arrived at 

the Shell Service Station on the corner of West Terrace and Grote 

Street to be greeted by crowds of people, TV cameras, radio 

interviewers – the lot! It was a truly memorable finish to a 

memorable event. The thanks of the team go to those who made it 

all possible – the sponsors, those who helped in preparing the cars at 

Ian Jones’ place and Trevor and Margaret Mander and Bruce Bridgart 

who brought fresh supplies at the end of the first week. Special 

thanks go to Heather (the cook) and Trevor Knuckey and Colin Hanks 

who, for most of the trip, drove the very essential support vans. 

 Ian Jones recalls the schedule and some of the problems to be 

overcome. “We left Adelaide on Saturday June 1 and by Sunday night 

we were camped 17 miles north of Coober Pedy, having had to fix 

the generator on one of the support vehicles (a Morris J-van) at 

Kingoonya. Near Mt Eba station, Gwilym’s car broke its axle and then 

my car broke its crankshaft south of Coober Pedy. After spending a 

day in Coober Pedy changing the engine, we reached Alice Springs on 

Friday and Ayers Rock on Saturday where Ian Motley and I both 

removed our engines. We left the Rock on Tuesday, arriving at Alice 

Springs the next day, where I had magneto trouble. We left there on 

Saturday for the run home; our last night was spent camping 5 miles 

south of Dublin, leaving us a short run to Adelaide on Friday 21st”. 

Ron Burchett, photographer for the trip, also recalls: “It took us eight 

days to reach the Rock, where we stayed for two days. We climbed 

the Rock, taking photos to record the occasion; visited the Olgas, 

rebuilt Jonesy’s motor and most importantly, washed our filthy 

clothes! On reaching Alice Springs, we again stayed for two days, 

using the time to visit Standley Chasm and Simpson’s Gap. It was at 



Kingoonya that Jonesy replaced the four burnt out exhaust valves”. 

Shell, as one of the major sponsors, provided the fuel and oils for the 

trip and had a feature story in “Shell Times” magazine.  

The Austins averaged close to 40 miles per gallon with speeds at 

times corrugations in the road surface proved to be the cars’ worst 

enemy and at times speed had to be reduced to below 32 km/h to 

enable them to get over the worst sections. Mechanical problems 

were not unknown and setbacks included a broken axle and 

crankshaft: however repairs were carried out in each case and the 

journey continued. Vibration from the badly corrugated roads took 

its toll, and the cars suffered breakages of windscreen supports and 

mudguard mounting brackets with a continual falling off of bolts and 

small pieces, rattled from their rightful positions. The support 

vehicles were not without problems either. The generators on both 

vans gave up the ghost fairly early in the piece and later the hydraulic 

operation of the clutch failed on one van and was repaired by the 

crude, but effective method of a mechanical linkage made from a 

fence dropper. 

 Some unexpected h a z a r d s presented themselves, the most 

alarming of which was an evening meeting with a large black bullock, 

scarcely visible in the weak headlights. The A7 cable-operated brakes 

were really stretched to the limit to stop in time. The cars attracted 

interested admirers wherever they went and were featured in 

newspaper, radio and television broadcasts (particularly the 

Centralian Advocate on Thursday June 20). At Mt Eba, the entourage 

rounded a bend to be met by the wife of the local station owner who 

had her camera ready for a photo. She had been following the cars’ 

progress all morning by radio and had walked from the station to 

meet them. The team said that they were very impressed with the 



comfort of the baby cars, even on rough roads, and that they met 

with terrific friendliness and helpfulness from people in the Outback. 

 

 

 

 



Technical tips  
Steering Box Overhaul 

This article will give you a few tips on how to take most of the wear out of your 
steering box. It only relates to the earlier box use on a majority of Austin Sevens up 
to approximately mid 1936 when the box design was changed. 

 
 
Having put the car up on axle stands at the front, the higher the better, and removed 
the front offside wheel, the first thing you need to do is remove the steering box and 
column from the car. To do this you need to remove the steering wheel, having 
disconnected the ignition and gas levers first. You must also remove the drag link 
between the box and the front axle, this is best done by detaching both ends of the 
rod to give you maximum space. 
 
Then you need to undo the fixing bolts of the box to the chassis including the brake 
pedal pivot stud. Finally undo the steering column support bracket at the bottom 
edge of the dash. You should now be able to lower the box and thread the column 
downwards through the floor pan and under the car. 

 
 
The earlier box used a worm and pinion device to operate the arm and this may be 
subject to wear in its central position, that is when the car wheels would be straight 
ahead. Austin designed the pinion with three keyway slots so that the worm could be 
reposition on the shaft and an unused portion of the gear now brought into use. The 
gear in normal use only swings through a relatively small arc and therefore most of it 
is unused.  You will need a strong press to get this gear off of the taper shaft. 
However, moving the gear round does not effect any wear apparent in the worm 
gear in the box. As I didn’t have a press to hand I decided to take the longer route by 
using grinding paste to remove high spots on the pinion so effectively it ended up all 
worn to the same degree. I am getting ahead of myself so I will back track a little. 
 
The side plate of the steering box is adjustable to move the worm and pinion in and 
out of mesh. In a worn box you will find that if you adjust the box so that there is little 



backlash in the central position the steering will lock up when the wheel is turned 
away from straight ahead. This is what we need to remove. 
 
Before you take the box apart check for any movement of the steering arm in and out 
of the box along the axis of the shaft, there is a hard steel button inside the box 
which takes up this play but is adjusted by shims from inside. If you have no play in 
this direction then you will not need to disturb the button, otherwise when you strip 
the box down you will have to remove the button and add more shims. 
 
You now need to totally strip down the box. The column is removed by undoing the 
pinch bolt on the top of the box and remove the locking peg on the side of the box, 
you should now be able to unscrew the column using a ‘C’ spanner in the notches at 
the base of the column. Note and felt bushes that come out with the column, there is 
a bush at the top. Having slid the outer off you will, no doubt, be presented with a 
black greasy shaft. Be careful of this grease it stains like mad! You should now be 
able to remove the shaft and worm by rotating the shaft and winding the worm out 
past the pinion. Now remove the side plate on the box. I found petrol to be the best 
cleaning agent for all the grease, remove most with rags then soak in a petrol bath 
and use a brush to get out all traces. You will nee to get the inside spotless to be 
able to carry out all the adjustments. 
 
If you need to remove the little button this is done by drifting into the box from the 
outside. If you look at the box casting you will see an indent opposite where the 
steering shaft came out of the box, this is the end of the button. Be very careful to 
note the shims that will be in there already. I needed to add approximately 20 thou to 
my box, I had some shim material so I carefully cut one out. The safest way to do 
this is to clamp the thin sheet material between two pieces of flat hard wood or scrap 
metal. Now drill a whole through this sandwich so that the peg on the button will fit. 
When you unclamp the sandwich you will have a clean hole in the thin sheet. Now 
trim the outside down to the outer diameter of the button and he-presto ! one shim. If 
you do not have any shim steel available then a softer material like brass will do, this 
is available from model shops. You may need to make a selection of shims to get the 
best adjustment so sandwich a few layers when you drill the hole and you will have a 
few to play with. 
 
Put your new shim into the recess first, then the existing shims the button, Now bolt 
up the side plate and check for play, there should be free movement of the shaft and 
just perceptible in out movement. You may need to repeat the process, taking out or 
putting in more shims, until satisfactory play and movement is achieved. Now is the 
time to get this right as the only way you can adjust this is when the box is apart. 
 
Now the laborious bit. I can not claim any credit for this method, it is in the green 
‘Companion Book’ which should be on every Austin Seven owner’s shelf. 
  
Dry assemble the box having smeared a LITTLE valve grinding paste on the worm. 
Adjust up the side plate so that the steering arm will just become tight when it is at 
the extremity of the arc, I went a little past the normal arc of operation to ensure I 
had the best end result. Rotate the steering wheel shaft backwards and forwards 
until the tightness at the ends has gone, then adjust the side plate a small amount 
until tightness is again felt at the extremities of the arc. And repeat the rotation of the 



steering wheel shaft until the tight spots are free. Keep repeating this process until, 
when the side plate is adjusted tightness is felt throughout the whole range of the arc 
of operation of the steering arm. You will be relieved to know now is the time to stop! 
 

 
 
I clamped my column in a ‘workmate’ so that the column was horizontal in the jaws 
and loosely fitted the steering wheel and used this to rotate the shaft. Warning! It 
takes a long time and is very boring! However the end result is well worth it. 
 
Having achieved the best you are going to get you must now clean the insides of the 
box to remove all traces of grinding paste. Again clean petrol is best here. 
 
Assembly of the box is a simple reversal of the dismantling. To adjust up the box, 
you should already have adjust to side float with the button. Next you should adjust 
the up/down of the steering column by screwing the column into the box until there is 
no up/down movement but the shaft turns smoothly. Finally put the side cover with 
pinion gear onto the box and adjust the mesh between the worm and pinion until 
there is free movement throughout the arc of operation but little or no movement of 
the steering arm backwards and forwards. 
 
All simple stuff, and cheap! and the end result well worth it. Don’t forget to put new 
grease in the box! 
  
 
This article, written by Malcolm Watts, originally appeared in CA7C Seven Focus in Apr 2008 pp22-24. 

 

 

 

 



Health and Safety 
 

 

 



Austin 7 Sports & Specials.  

The Good The Bad and the Ugly. 

 

 

 



Buy Sell & Exchange 

 

Saturday 19th September Austin 7 Club Spares will be 
open from 9am-12 noon. 

Covid-19 Restrictions in place.  
Only come along if you want to purchase parts.  
No Chatting 
No window shopping.  
Only 2 members in the shed at a time. 
 
Please bring your shopping list along, with part num-
bers from the Seven Workshop Catalogue with you to 
make picking stock quicker. 

 



 

 



Trish Blunt has a collection of Austin 7 books for sale from her late 

father Ed Harris. She can be contacted on the number below. 

 Pitman’s Motorists’ Library – The Book of the Austin Seven and Eight – Fourth Edition by 
Staton Abbey   $23.00 (as per abebooks) 

 Austin Seven Competition Cars 1922-1982 – published 1982 by Martin Eyre – 750 Motor 
Club Publication  $125.00 (as per automotobookshop) 

 Austin Seven cars 1930-1935 – Brooklands Books by R.M. Clarke   $35.00 (austin7centre) 

 Austin Seven in the Thirties – Brooklands Books by R.M. Clarke  $95.00 (as per automo-
tobookshop) 

 Austin Seven Companion – Seven Fifty Motor Club Publication  $150.00 (as per automo-
tobookshop) 

 Austin ‘7’ Specials Building, Maintenance and Tuning by L.M.(Bill) Williams – Reprinted July 
1964   $95.00 (as per automotobookshop) 

 The Austin Seven – The Motor for the Million The Austin Seven 1922-1939 by R.J. Wyatt  - 
new edition published 1972   $36.00 (sold  for at Stella Books) 

 The Austin Seven Book by R.T Nicholson  $36.00 (amazon.co.uk) 

 Original Austin Seven – The Restorer’s Guide to all passenger car and sports models 1922-39 
by Rinsey Mills – published 1996  $150.00 (as per abebooks) 

 Motorsport Book of The Austin Seven – edited by W. Boddy – First impression 1972  $45.00 
(as per hortonsbooks) 

 Round the World in a Baby Austin by Hector Macquarrie – first printed in this form in 1936 
(no dust cover)  $85.00 (as per abebooks.co.uk) 

 
Also dad has a Garage Chart which is framed -  I mentioned it in passing,  apparently it is a common 
one but dad’s in the bottom right hand corner has “Publication 621, which from research I am lead 
to believe is an original from May 1928  - for sale at GBP 275 (as per abebooks) – and at this price it 
is not in as good a condition as dads. 
 
If you would like to view any of the above books please contact me on my mobile 0427 252 593, 
thanking you in advance. 
 
Regards  
Trish Blunt (nee Harris) 
 
 

ANTIQUE MOTOR SPARES 

 John Biddle whose business is located at  
33 Fourth Street Wingfield (enter Hanson road end) has a Mobile number these days.  
 
NBN cancelled the  landline on him so he had to go a bit modern with a Mobile. 
 

Contact No ANTIQUE MOTOR SPARES (John Biddle) is:   0455 913 084. 
 

 



Friday Funnies 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 


